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HELENSVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 
POLICY: DOGS ON SCHOOL GROUNDS 

 
2020/23 

 

Purpose:         

This policy aims to ensure the safety and well-being of all members of the Helensville Primary School 
community. 

Dogs are an important part of life for many Helensville Primary School families, and as such, are often 
included in day-to-day activities such as walking children to and from school. The school appreciates 
this inclusion and values pet ownership as an educational experience. We also acknowledge that 
other families (and individuals) can find contact with dogs stressful, even frightening. 

Objectives: 

This policy takes into consideration the needs and expectations of all members of the Helensville 
Primary School community and aims to minimise the risk of accident or injury to people or animals 
within the school grounds. 

● Guide Dogs are always welcome on the school grounds on the provision that they are on a 

leash, held by an adult. 

 
● Trained Therapy Dogs (SPCA Trained Outreach Dogs) are allowed on site with the 

permission of the principal 

○ When around students, all dog leashes need to be held by adults only. 

○ At break times, all dogs must be with an adult and not on the playground 

○ During class times, all dogs will be supervised by an adult in a class or small group 

situation. A lead is to be used as appropriate (to be discussed with the Principal or 

Learning Support Coordinator) 

○ An adult will collect and dispose of any soiling 

 
● No other dogs are to be on the school site except for Ag Day (see below) and “Show and 

Tell” Permission needs to be specifically sought from the principal. In that instance, the 

handler (adult dog owner) is to be present, the dog must be on a leash and the dog must 

leave when the handler does. 

 
● Ag Day. Dogs on the school grounds competing at Ag Day events are allowed on site for their 

event only. They must not be walked around the grounds before or after their event. All 

instructions given before the event must be followed. 

 
● If there is an unrestrained and menacing dog loose on site the “lockdown” bell will be rung 

and staff and students will respond accordingly. 

 
● Any dog that is on the school site without the permission of the principal and has no owner 

who is easily contactable will be collected by the Dog Control Officer. 
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Regulations concerning approved dogs on Helensville Primary School grounds are as follows.  

● All dogs must be on a leash that keeps the dog reasonably close to the adult. 

● Dogs' leashes need to be held by adults only. 

● Adults are responsible for any soiling by a dog on the school grounds and failure to do so will 

mean the dog will no longer be allowed in the school grounds. 

Students with allergies specific to dogs will not be put into close contact with any dog on site. This 
must be considered before any child/class comes into contact with a dog.  

Helensville Primary School is committed to teaching children appropriate behaviour when 
approaching and interacting with all pets, in a bid to further minimise the risk of accidents and injury. 
Helensville Primary’s educational programmes such as BARK illustrate the school’s acceptance and 
encouragement of pets as “family members”. 
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